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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 

A. Conclusion 

After conducting research and various scientific work procedures in 

the preparation of this thesis, the following conclusions were 

obtained: 

1.  The results of the study found that the types of moral education 

values (akhlaq) consisted of religious, moral to oneself, and 

moral to others. The value of moral education (akhlaq) teaches 

good behavior towards God by carrying out all his commands 

and avoiding His prohibitions and doing good to others by 

helping and forgiving. The command to be good to oneself has 

also been explained by Allah in the Qur'an. 

2. The dominating value is the value of moral education (akhlaq) 

towards God or religion. The moral values (akhlaq) include 

knowing God as the creator and morals (akhlaq) worshiping 

God. These results can be proven through tables and descriptions 

as well as analysis. The discussion material on the object of 

research is that there are many discussions that dominate God 

and doing good to others and oneself will adjust. 

 

B. Suggestion  

1. For the Institute 

It is hoped that every university will instill more moral (akhlaq) 

education values in each lesson so that all students understand 

correctly about the benefits of having good and appropriate 

morals. 

2. For the School 

It is hoped that every school in Indonesia will not only provide 

subject matter to students, especially only teach morals in 

religious education but also provide moral (akhlaq) education 

values in every learning in the classroom and when outside of 

school hours. This is so that students become accustomed to 

having a moral attitude both to others, to themselves, and to their 

God. 

3. For the Young Generation 

To the younger generation, we should understand how to be kind 

in the world by only looking at the environment without hurting 

one another as well as a caring attitude towards God's presence in 

our every behavior, and willing to listen to good advice from 
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parents, friends, and God regarding morals (akhlaq) should be. 

When the younger generation wants to learn the Qur'an and 

Sunnah, the way they behave will also become more focused. 

4. For the Parents 

Parents are expected to better protect their children from various 

kinds of interference from outside and the current of 

globalization which is increasingly making everyone forget their 

identity. The main education of a child comes from parents, so 

parents must set a good example in society through learning the 

Qur'an and various Sunnah studies. 

5. For the Next Researcher 

For the next researcher, It is hoped that further research on moral 

(akhlaq) education is a major problem both in the world and in 

Indonesia, so that the whole world understands that it is so 

important to teach moral values through educational readings. 

Although the researcher hopes for perfection of this thesis, there 

are still many shortcomings due to the lack of knowledge of the 

researcher. So that criticism and suggestions are expected from 

readers as evaluation material. 

 


